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Abstract The understanding and modeling of photosynthetic dynamics affected by climate variability
can be highly uncertain. In this paper, we examined a well‐characterized eddy covariance site in a
drought‐prone temperate deciduous broadleaf forest combining tower measurements and satellite
observations. We find that an increase in spring temperature usually leads to enhanced spring gross primary
production (GPP), but a GPP reduction in late growing season due to water limitation. We evaluated
howwell a coupled fluorescence‐photosynthesis model (SCOPE) and satellite data sets track the interannual
and seasonal variations of tower GPP from 2007 to 2016. In SCOPE, a simple stress factor scaling of
Vcmax as a linear function of observed predawn leaf water potential (ψpd) shows a good agreement between
modeled and measured interannual variations in both GPP and solar‐induced chlorophyll fluorescence
(SIF) from the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment‐2 (GOME‐2). The modeled and satellite‐observed
changes in SIFyield are ~30% smaller than corresponding changes in light use efficiency (LUE) under severe
stress, for which a common linear SIF to GPP scaling would underestimate the stress reduction in GPP.
Overall, GOME‐2 SIF tracks interannual tower GPP variations better than satellite vegetations indices (VIs)
representing canopy “greenness.” However, it is still challenging to attribute observed SIF variations
unequivocally to greenness or physiological changes due to large GOME‐2 footprint. Higher‐resolution SIF
data sets (e.g., TROPOMI) already show the potential to well capture the downregulation of late‐season GPP
and could pave the way to better disentangle canopy structural and physiological changes in the future.
1. Introduction
Accurate estimates of gross primary production (GPP) are important for tracking the response of plants to
environmental stress and have important applications for crop and forest management (Beer et al., 2010).
In recent decades, growing‐season length and peak vegetation growth have increased due to the global cli-
mate change and human activities, which have a potential positive impact on terrestrial carbon uptake
(Buitenwerf et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2018; Park et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2016). However,
late growing‐season photosynthesis is highly uncertain and sensitive to climate (Buermann et al., 2018;
Wolf et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2020). In a warming climate, water availability plays an increasingly important
role as a limiting factor for late growing‐season terrestrial photosynthesis (Lian et al., 2020; Zhang
et al., 2020). Therefore, it is crucial to evaluate the impact of water availability on photosynthesis, and
how well observations and photosynthesis models can track late growing‐season photosynthesis, with a par-
ticular focus on responses to water stress.
Satellite observations have been widely used to monitor vegetation growth status and estimate GPP at global
scales (Schimel et al., 2015). Traditional reflectance‐based vegetation indices (VIs) such as the Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Tucker, 1979) and Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) (Huete
et al., 2002) are appropriate for tracking canopy “greenness” but are sometimes insensitive to environmental
stress on diurnal and/or short time scales (e.g., heat waves and water stress) (Dobrowski et al., 2005; Rossini
et al., 2015). At longer time scales, changes in pigment composition associated with environmental stress can
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be detected from space, such as the carotenoid:chlorophyll index (CCI, Gamon et al., 2016), but it is unclear
how responsive this signal is to rapid changes in photosynthesis. A potential solution to track dynamic and
reversible adaptation of plants to stress is to monitor changes in the chlorophyll a fluorescence yield, which
typically decreases following a rapid increase in nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ) and reduction in
photosynthetic efficiency.
To model GPP from greenness indices, the light use efficiency (LUE)‐based model (Monteith, 1972) with
remote sensing observations of absorbed light has been developed to derive GPP (Running et al., 2004):
GPP¼ PAR × fPAR × LUE¼APAR × LUE; (1)
where PAR is incident photosynthetically active radiation; fPAR is the fraction of PAR absorbed by plants
(usually inferred by VIs), and LUE is the efficiency of the plant's conversion of absorbed radiation to CO2
uptake—which responds dynamically to changes in temperature, water stress, and/or the light environ-
ment. Calculating LUE mostly relies on simple scaling functions based on air temperature and vapor pres-
sure deficit (VPD) (Myneni et al., 2015; Running et al., 2004; Turner et al., 2006; Yuan et al., 2007), which
is associated with large uncertainties.
Another strategy to relate remote sensing measurements to photosynthetic efficiencies arises from the light
reactions of photosynthesis. There are three primary dissipation pathways for the energy absorbed by chlor-
ophyll molecules in the antenna system (Porcar‐Castell et al., 2014): photochemical quenching (PQ), fluor-
escence, and heat dissipation.
At scales relevant to satellite remote sensing, the emission of steady‐state fluorescence illumination is
referred to as solar‐induced chlorophyll fluorescence (SIF), the emission of red and near‐infrared light in
the 650 to 850 nm spectral range. Recent global satellite products of SIF from the Greenhouse Gases
Observing Satellite (GOSAT) (Frankenberg et al., 2011; Guanter et al., 2012; Joiner et al., 2011), Global
Ozone Monitoring Experiment‐2 (GOME‐2) (Joiner et al., 2013; Köhler et al., 2015), SCanning Imaging
Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY) (Köhler et al., 2015), Orbiting
Carbon Observatory‐2 (OCO‐2) (Frankenberg et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2017, 2018), Chinese global carbon
dioxide monitoring satellite (TanSat) (Liu et al., 2018), and TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument
(TROPOMI) (Guanter et al., 2015; Köhler et al., 2018) have shown promise to constrain large‐scale carbon
fluxes from space (Li, Xiao & He, 2018; MacBean et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2015, 2017;
Zhang et al., 2016).
Analogous to the LUE model for GPP, SIF emission from the canopy can be described according to
SIF ¼ PAR × fPAR ×ФF ×Ω¼APAR × SIFyield; (2)
where ФF is the actual fluorescence yield, defined as the emitted fluorescence per unit of radiation
absorbed, neglecting potential reabsorption of far‐red light within the canopy; Ω is the probability of fluor-
escence photons escaping the canopy; SIFyield is the effective fluorescence yield (Guanter et al., 2014) and
is computed as the product of actual fluorescence yield and escape probability.
Since SIF is emanating from the light reaction centers during photosynthesis, it is expected to be related to
the electron transport rate, and thus a proxy of photosynthesis (Gu et al., 2019; Perez‐Priego et al., 2015).
Recent studies show robust empirical linear scaling between GPP and SIF for different vegetation types at
the canopy scale (Frankenberg et al., 2011; Guanter et al., 2014; Guan et al., 2016; He et al., 2020; Li,
Xiao, He, Altaf Arain et al., 2018; Magney et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2018;
Verma et al., 2017; Wood et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2016). The primary reason for such strong relationships is
that APAR acts as a common variable in both equations, driving GPP and SIF. The second‐order effect is that
the SIFyield correlates with LUE at the canopy scale in most cases (Magney et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2015).
This indicates that SIF not only contains information on light interception but also physiological responses
to environmental stress, which are reflected in changes in photosynthetic yields. Therefore, SIF is expected
to correlate better with GPP than VIs. However, the SIFyield‐LUE relationship is complex, causing deviations
from a simple linear scaling and is only empirically represented in models (van der Tol et al., 2014). Positive
relationships between SIFyield and LUE have been reported at the canopy scale across different ecosystems
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(Porcar‐Castell et al., 2014; van der Tol et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015), but there is limited understanding of
the covariation of the SIFyield and LUE under different environmental conditions.
The potential of satellite SIF to track drought has been reported in some recent papers. For example, Sun
et al. (2015) explored the potential of GOME‐2 SIF to monitor the drought spatial and temporal dynamics;
Verma et al. (2017) showed that the relationship between OCO‐2 SIF and GPP is robust at canopy scale
under different environmental conditions in grasslands; Yoshida et al. (2015) found that SIFyield and fPAR
both decline during the drought, and GPP losses in mixed forest is mainly due to LUE reduction, while
GPP losses in croplands and grasslands are mostly driven by changes in fPAR. However, few studies have
focused on evaluating the performance of photosynthesis models and long‐term satellite SIF and VI obser-
vations to track flux tower GPP during the late growing season, when vegetation is exposed to varying stress
intensities. Also, it remains unclear how the SIFyield‐LUE relationship responds to different levels of water
stress in forest ecosystem.
Here, we address this knowledge gap by using long‐term observations at the Missouri Ozark AmeriFlux site
(US‐MOz), a drought‐prone, temperate deciduous forest site located in central Missouri, to examine the rela-
tionships among eddy covariance GPP, satellite SIF, and VIs, as well as LUE‐based satellite GPP products
and a detailed coupled photosynthesis and SIF modeling exercise. The study site regularly experiences sea-
sonal drought in later summer, allowing us to investigate the complex relationship between SIFyield andGPP
under varying degrees of stress. The US‐MOz site also provides a unique set of predawn leaf water potential
(ψpd) measurements, which enable us to link efficiency changes directly to plant water status. Our main
questions are as follows: (1) What are the drivers of interannual variations (IAV) in late growing‐season
GPP and are these related to systematic changes in the seasonal cycle? (2) How well does a biophysical
process‐based model track the IAV in both flux tower GPP and measured SIF? (3) How well can SIF track
the seasonal and IAV of GPP compared with MODIS VIs and the MODIS GPP product?
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Field Site and Measurements
The AmeriFlux site US‐MOz (38.744°N, 92.200°W) is a second growth upland oak‐hickory forest, located in
the transitional zone between the central hardwood and central grassland regions in the United States (Gu
et al., 2015; Gu, Pallardy, Yang, et al., 2016; Wood et al., 2018). The dominant tree species at the site are white
oak (Quercus alba L.), black oak (Q. velutina Lam.), shagbark hickory (Carya ovata (Mill.) K. Koch), sugar
maple (Acer saccharum Marsh.), and eastern redcedar (Juniperus virginiana L.). The site lies in a warm,
humid, and continental climate zone, with an average annual temperature of about 13°C, and average
annual precipitation around 1,140 mm. Physiological water stress is common during the growing season
(Gu et al., 2015) and is tightly controlled by within‐season precipitation variability (Gu, Pallardy,
Hosman, et al., 2016), because plant available water in the comparatively shallow soils can be quickly
depleted. Water stress is therefore a strong regulator of ecosystem carbon and water fluxes (Gu, Pallardy,
Yang, et al., 2016; Wood et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2010), the partitioning of available energy into sensible
and latent heat (Gu et al., 2006), and is related to tree mortality (Gu et al., 2015; Wood et al., 2018).
In this study, we used half‐hourly net ecosystem exchange (NEE), GPP, and evapotranspiration (ET) derived
from continuous eddy covariance measurements from 2007 to 2016. The reader is referred to Gu et al. (2012)
and Gu, Pallardy, Yang, et al. (2016) for a more complete description of the instrumentation on the 32 m
walk‐up tower used to observe ecosystem fluxes and the eddy covariance flux calculations. Briefly, the mov-
ing point threshold test developed by Gu et al. (2005) was used to objectively estimate friction velocity
thresholds for screening nighttime NEE data for periods of low turbulence. Data gaps were filled using
the mean diurnal variation approach (Gu, Pallardy, Yang, et al., 2016). GPP was estimated by subtracting
daytime observations of NEE from soil respiration measured using flow through non‐steady state chambers
(Yang et al., 2010), noting that soil respiration is often the largest component of ecosystem respiration
(Hermle et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012; Tang et al., 2008). We also point out that there are uncertainties and
potential biases with any partitioning method (Wohlfahrt & Lianhong, 2015), and indeed, recent evidence
points to potentially large biases in the common NEE partitioning methods (Keenan et al., 2019; Wehr
et al., 2016).
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We also used records of incident PAR, air temperature (Ta), VPD, precipitation, volumetric soil water con-
tent (SWC) at 10 cm depth, and ψpd. Predawn leaf water potential is measured before sunrise and is a useful
indicator of plant and ecosystem physiological water stress, as it reflects the root zone soil water potential
and the degree to which leaves are able to rehydrate overnight (Gu et al., 2015; Gu, Pallardy, Hosman, &
Sun, 2016; Wood et al., 2018). At weekly to stem abundance before dawn and ψpd was determined using
the pressure chamber technique (Pallardy et al., 2018, 1991). An overview of the long‐term GPP, Ta, and pre-
cipitation can be found in Figure S1 in the supporting information.
2.2. Satellite Data Sets
2.2.1. GOME‐2 SIF
We used GOME‐2 SIF (~80 km × 40 km footprint before July 2013, ~ 40 km × 40 km after) at 740 nm
retrieved using a statistical approach (Köhler et al., 2015) and applied a daily correction factor to convert the
instantaneous SIF signal to a daily average SIF. GOME‐2 SIF soundings with center longitudes/latitudes
within 0.75° from the US‐MOz were extracted from 2007 to 2016. Figure 1a shows an example of extracted
footprint on 16 June 2013 in the direct vicinity of the tower. SIF observations were filtered by removing
soundings with cloud fractions larger than 20% and then aggregated to monthly averages.
2.2.2. MODIS NDVI, EVI, NIRv, fPAR, and GPP
We derived commonly used VIs (including NDVI, EVI, and near infrared reflectance of terrestrial vegetation
[NIRv]) from the MODIS MCD43A4 v006 using the following formulas (Badgley et al., 2017; Didan
et al., 2015; Huete et al., 1997; Liu & Huete, 1995):
NDVI ¼ NIR − R
NIRþ R; (3)
EVI ¼G × NIR − R
NIRþ C1 × R − C2 × Bþ L; (4)
NIRv¼NIR × NDVI; (5)
where NIR, R, and B stand for the spectral reflectance acquired in the near‐infrared, red, and blue bands,
respectively; G is a scaling factor; C1 and C2 are constants to account for atmospheric scattering; and L is
the coefficient of canopy background adjustment. For MODIS EVI derivation, G, C1, C2, and L are set to
2.5, 6, 7.5, and 1, respectively. MCD43A4 provides daily “nadir” 500 m pixel size reflectance data corrected
Figure 1. An example of a GOME‐2 footprint relative to MODIS aggregation used in the analysis: (a) The transparent
light blue polygon represents a GOME‐2 footprint from an overpass on 16 June 2013. All GOME‐2 footprints with the
distance between central longitude/latitude and US‐MOz less than 0.75° are used in the analysis. Red boundaries
indicate the 0.02° fine‐resolution of MODIS products aggregated in this study. (b) The enlarged map shows the
location of the flux tower and surrounding land cover. The 30‐m cropland data layer (CDL) by U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA) in 2016 is used for land cover classification.
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by using a bidirectional reflectance distribution function model, which minimizes the bias in reflectance
measurements introduced by different illumination and observation geometries. The MODIS
MCD15A3H fPAR product, a 4‐day composite data set with 500 m spatial resolution, was also used in this
study to estimate the relative contribution of fPAR to the GPP‐SIF relationship. We also included the
MODIS MYD17A2H V006 8‐day GPP product with 500 m spatial resolution in the analysis to evaluate
its performance compared to flux tower GPP and SIF. MODIS products were aggregated at 0.02° within
the flux tower in the study, which contain a large proportion of homogeneous forests (Figure 1b).
2.2.3. GOSIF Data Set
To reconcile the large footprint of GOME‐2 SIF, we also used the machine‐learning generated GOSIF data
set at 0.05° spatial resolution, aggregated at monthly averages from 2007 to 2016. GOSIF is trained using
OCO‐2 SIF and colocated MODIS MCD43C4 (Collection 6, 0.05°) BRDF‐corrected EVI, and meteorology
variables (including PAR, VPD, and Ta) obtained from the NASA reanalysis MERRA‐2 data set (Li &
Xiao, 2019).
2.2.4. TROPOMI SIF
To explore the potential of new satellite SIF at higher spatiotemporal resolution in the drought monitoring,
we also evaluated the performance of TROPOMI SIF, with ~7 km× 3.5 km spatial resolution and near‐global
daily coverage (Köhler et al., 2018). The TROPOMI instrument onboard the European Sentinel‐5 Precursor
satellite was launched on 13 October 2017. As for GOME‐2, the daily correction factor was also applied to
TROPOMI SIF to convert instantaneous SIF to a daily average. In this study, we aggregated TROPOMI
SIF monthly at 0.05° in 2018 to investigate its seasonal variation at US‐MOz.
2.2.5. Spatial Aggregation of the Remote Sensing Data
In the fine‐scale analysis, we tried to make the raw satellite data (at native resolution) comparable to the flux
tower GPP. Therefore, we used the GOME‐2 SIF footprints with the central longitude/latitude 0.75° nearby
the flux tower, as well as MODIS data 0.02° within the flux tower. Note that the footprints of GOME‐2 are
quite large and composed of different landcovers other than forests, such as croplands and grasslands.
This makes it hard to fairly compare the GOME‐2 SIF and MODIS products. To deal with this problem,
we also conducted an analysis gridding both GOME‐2 and MODIS products at 0.25° and then examined
these two at the same spatial aggregation.
2.3. GPP and SIF Simulations
The Soil Canopy Observation, Photochemistry, and Energy fluxes (SCOPE) model is a 1‐D integrated radia-
tive transfer and energy balance model, which simulates photosynthesis, fluorescence, the surface energy
balance, and reflectance/emission spectra (Van Der Tol et al., 2009). Within SCOPE, empirical models of
the rate coefficients of NPQ and SIFyield are used, which are based on leaf level experiments (van der Tol
et al., 2014), and parameterized as a function of the photosynthetic PSII yield (ΦP) computed by the
Farquhar, von Caemmerer, Berry (FvCB) model (Farquhar et al., 1980). SCOPE provides two different para-
meterizations of the leaf‐level SIFyield (ΦF)‐ΦP relationship. The first (SCOPE 1) is derived from measure-
ments of leaves of various species experiencing progressive drought (Flexas et al., 2002), and the second
(SCOPE 2) is derived from cotton leaves with less exposure to stress (van der Tol et al., 2014). The parame-
terizations diverge toward lower photosynthetic yields (i.e., at high light and generally more stressed condi-
tions) (Magney et al., 2017; van der Tol et al., 2014). We used half‐hourly meteorological variables measured
at the US‐MOz from 2007 to 2016 for the SCOPE simulations. The important meteorological drivers include
incoming shortwave and longwave radiation, air temperature, atmospheric pressure, actual vapor pressure,
and wind speed. Leaf area index (LAI) measured at the site and typical values of leaf biochemical parameters
(e.g., Vcmax25 = 80 μ mol m−2 s−1 and Chl content = 100 μ g/cm2) are used for the simulations. The key
biochemical parameter Vcmax is scaled by a stress factor (SF) [0–1], which is a common way of implement-
ing soil moisture stress in land surface models (Oleson et al., 2013). Further, the model also incorporates
detailed calculation of temperature dependence of the photosynthetic biochemical parameters (Dutta
et al., 2019). The rationale for using SCOPE simulations is to (1) model GPP and SIF changes at the canopy
level with proper parameterization of Vcmax; (2) compare the measured SIFyield‐LUE at the canopy level
with expectations from the SCOPE parameterization ΦF‐ΦP at the leaf level, with an emphasis on the frac-
tional change of each term under stress (LUE, SIFyield, ΦF, and ΦP).
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2.4. Singular Value Decomposition Analysis
To extract the coherent patterns contributing to the seasonal and IAV of GPP, we perform a singular value
decomposition (SVD) analysis to obtain the principal components (PCs) that explain the time series of eddy
covariance GPP. We assemble monthly flux tower GPP from 2007 to 2016 into matrix A with m rows and n
columns, wherem = 10 is the number of years and n= 12 is the number of months. Using SVD, we factorize
A into three matrices A = USVT, where the columns of U (m bym) and V (n by n) are left and right singular
vectors and S (m by n) is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative real numbers in descending order. ThematrixA
with both seasonal and interannual information can then be reconstructed by
A¼∑mi¼1ui × si × vTi ; (6)
where ui is the ith singular vector with length m, containing temporal loadings for individual year; vi is the
ith singular vector with length n, containing the ith principal component (PCi, equivalent to seasonal
dynamics of GPP); and si is the singular value of ith component. In other words, monthly GPP of each year
can be reconstructed as the linear combination of PCs weighted by the corresponding temporal loadings.
In our study, we found that the first three PCs are sufficient to explain most of the variance (around 90%).
3. Results
3.1. Long‐Term Analysis of Flux Tower Observations and Satellite Remote Sensing
3.1.1. IAV of GPP, NDVI, EVI, NIRv, fPAR, and SIF
To evaluate the performance of MODIS VIs, MODIS GPP, and GOME‐2 SIF in tracking IAV of flux tower
GPP during JJA, we normalized each variable by its maximum value (Figure 2). At both fine and coarse
aggregations, MODIS GPP and GOME‐2 SIF capture the magnitude of the IAV of flux tower GPP better than
NDVI, EVI, and NIRv. In 2012 U.S. Drought (Boyer et al., 2013; Hoerling et al., 2014; Karl et al., 2012; Mallya
et al., 2013; Parazoo et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2015), flux tower GPP decreased by nearly 70% compared to 2008,
the most productive year. Meanwhile, MODIS GPP decreased by around 55% and SIF dropped by around
33%, whereas only a 10% decline of VIs and fPAR was observed at the fine scale 0.02° aggregation
(Figure 2a). Little fluctuation in VIs and fPAR in JJA from 2007 to 2016 indicates that this ecosystem main-
tains a relatively stable canopy structure during the peak growing season, which is supported by measure-
ment of LAI in the field (Figure S2). Therefore, a substantial part of the summer interannual GPP
variations can be attributed to changes in LUE, which are better reflected in MODIS GPP and GOME‐2
SIF observations.
We also recognize a larger decrease of VIs and fPAR found at the coarser aggregation at 0.25° (Figure 2b) in
2012, implying that the structure of nonforest ecosystems in the vicinity (crops and grasslands) might be
influenced more strongly than forest ecosystems during the drought. This confounding factor makes it
Figure 2. Average flux tower GPP, MODIS EVI, NDVI, and NIRv and GOME‐2 SIF during JJA from 2007 to 2016.
(a) MODIS products are aggregated at 0.02°, and native GOME‐2 SIF footprints of the central longitude and latitude
within 0.75° from the flux tower are used. (b) MODIS products and GOME‐2 SIF are aggregated at 0.25°. All variables
are scaled by the corresponding maximum value. RMSE and R2 between flux tower GPP and SIF, NDVI, EVI, NIRv,
fPAR, MODIS GPP, NDVI*PAR, EVI*PAR, NIRv*PAR, and fPAR *PAR are reported in Table S1. Raw data of flux
tower GPP, SIF, MODIS GPP, NDVI, EVI, NIRv, and fPAR are reported in Table S2.
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difficult to evaluate whether the stronger reduction in observed SIF is supporting the claim that SIF reacts
more strongly to dynamic environmental stress or whether the large GOME‐2 pixels just include more
information from crops and grasslands, which reacted more strongly. Therefore, we studied the spatial
pattern of the anomalies of GOME‐2 SIF, MODIS NDVI, and NIRv at 0.25° to in 2012 drought from the
normal years. The fractional anomaly at each grid was computed as
Xanomaly ¼ XJJA2012XJJAmean
;
where X represents the variable (such as SIF, NIRv, and NDVI). XJJA2012 is the average of X during JJA in
2012, while XJJAmean is the multiyear average of X during JJA from 2007 to 2016.
Figure 3. (a) The landcover map based on the USDA CDL data set in 2016. The spatial distributions of NIRv and NDVI
anomalies at native fine resolution (500 m) are shown in (c) and (e). The spatial distributions of SIF, NIRv, and
NDVI anomalies at coarse resolution (0.25°) are shown in (b), (d), and (f).
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This analysis was necessary to (1) examine whether the spatial pattern of SIF and NDVI/NIRv anomalies is
consistent using the data set aggregated at the same resolution and (2) explore SIF–NDVI/NIRv relation
across different types of biomes during the drought.
The CDL 30‐m landcover map around Ozark is shown in Figure 3a. Figures 3c and 3e show the spatial pat-
tern of NIRvanomaly and NDVIanomaly at native fine resolution (500 m), whereas Figures 3b, 3d, and 3f are
based on coarse resolution (0.25°). At the fine resolution, only a few areas actually show enhancements,
mostly aligned along rivers. In general, we find a larger reduction of NIRv compared to NDVI in most
regions. At the coarse resolution (0.25°), around 30% reduction was observed for SIF and NIRv at the
Ozark grid cell, while only a 10% reduction was found for NDVI, which could be due to NDVI saturation
effects.
We also quantified the relationship of SIFanomaly‐NIRvanomaly and SIFanomaly‐NDVIanomaly corresponding to
different land covers using all the data in the state of Missouri gridded at 0.25° (Figure 4). In general, the spa-
tial patterns in the IAV of all remotely sensed data sets are tightly correlated. However, we find that the rela-
tionship also depends on the land cover, with more fractional reduction observed for SIF than NIRv and
NDVI in forests during the 2012 drought, which corroborates that some of the stress‐related reduction in
GPP over forests is captured by SIF. This analysis underscores the importance of considering the spatial het-
erogeneity in the complex natural ecosystem when interpreting remote sensing data.
3.1.2. Seasonal Variations of GPP, NDVI, EVI, NIRv, fPAR, and SIF
Figures 5a, 5c, and 5e show the seasonal variations at the fine spatial scale, withMODIS products aggregated
at 0.02°, and GOME‐2 SIF of the central longitude and latitude within 0.75° from the flux tower. Figures 5b,
5d, and 5f show the seasonal variations with MODIS products and GOME‐2 SIF gridded at 0.25°. All vari-
ables are normalized based on min‐max scaling from [0, 1]. For both spatial aggregations, NDVI and
fPAR do not track the GPP seasonality during the mid‐to‐late growing season (i.e., July, August, and
September). Flux tower GPP decreases by 50% from July to September; however, NDVI and fPAR remain
almost constant. To evaluate whether this discrepancy can be caused by changes in available light, we used
PAR measured at the flux tower to scale the VIs to estimate APAR, which was calculated as fPAR*PAR
(Figures 5e and 5f). We found a closer agreement between NIRv*PAR and EVI*PAR with flux tower GPP
seasonality. This indicates that, in general, the seasonal cycle of GPP at the US‐MOz site is mostly dominated
by changes in absorbed light and not photosynthetic efficiencies and, thus, the accurate estimate of absorbed
light is important to obtain the accurate GPP estimate at the seasonal scale. Using NDVI, the relationship is
weaker, with a pronounced broadening in the seasonal cycle compared to GPP. The MODIS fPAR algorithm
is similar to NDVI, only considering the reflectance at red and near infrared bands (Myneni et al., 2015), thus
showing strong similarity to NDVI. Other VIs, such as the EVI, reduce the saturation problem and the effects
of atmospheric interferences and soil background brightness (Huete et al., 2002). In addition, NIRv contains
the information of the pixel reflectance attributed to vegetation and mitigates the mixed‐pixel problem
Figure 4. The anomalies of (a) SIF‐NIRv and (b) SIF‐NDVI during 2012 drought. Different colors represent different
land types.
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(Badgley et al., 2017). Here, NIRv and EVI perform best at the seasonal scale, while SIF increases earlier than
reflectance‐based VIs at the onset of growing season. An explanation for this could be that GOME‐2
observations are obtained with large footprints that are influenced by the mixed forest and crops or
grasslands in the vicinity of the flux tower.
Interestingly, MODIS GPP appears to closely follow GOME‐2 SIF in the early part of the season but deviates
from a typical seasonality in July and August, with persistent reductions in GPP. This is mainly related to the
LUE parameterization in the MODIS model, which appears to strongly overestimate the sensitivity to
VPD or temperature. In fact, the LUE parameterization in MODIS GPP appears to worsen the agreement
compared to the raw VIs multiplied by PAR.
3.1.3. Diurnal Variations of LUE
Diurnal LUE changes may introduce bias when we intend to estimate daily average SIF (and GPP) using an
instantaneous SIF signal. Here we evaluate the potential bias in the daily GPP estimate using the LUE at
GOME‐2 and OCO‐2 overpass times. The average diurnal cycle of LUE in the summer period (DOY 150–
240) from 2007 to 2016 is shown in Figure 6a. Here, the apparent LUE is approximated by GPP/PAR, with
the assumption that fPAR is almost constant within the growing season and not changing within a day,
which is supported by fPAR measurements in the field. LUE is higher in the morning and late afternoon
and lower around solar noon. A diurnal hysteresis in LUE was observed, with higher LUE in the morning
than afternoon for the same Earth‐Sun geometry. This is usually caused by increases in temperature and
VPD during the day, causing an LUE asymmetry in the diurnal cycle. This temporal variation of LUE
may cause a bias for upscaling instantaneous GPP (GPPinst) to daily GPP (GPPdaily), which depends on the
time chosen to infer daily GPP. In a similar fashion, there may be similar biases when scaling instantaneous
satellite SIF observations to daily averages. This analysis gives insights into interpreting SIF observations at
different times of satellite overpasses, as well as quantifying bias of temporal scaling of SIF from snapshots
taken at a certain time of a day to an estimate of daily average.
Figure 5. Seasonal cycles of monthly mean flux tower GPP, MODIS GPP, GOME‐2 SIF, MODIS EVI, NDVI, NIRv and
fPAR, EVI*PAR, NDVI*PAR, NIRv*PAR, and fPAR*PAR with the shadow regions representing ±1 standard deviation
from 2007 to 2016. In (a), (c), and (e), MODIS products are aggregated at 0.02°, and native GOME‐2 SIF footprints of
the central longitude and latitude within 0.75° from the flux tower are used. In (b), (d), and (f), MODIS products
and GOME‐2 SIF are gridded at 0.25°. All variables are linearly normalized based on min‐max scaling to fall in [0, 1].
RMSE and R2 between flux tower GPP and SIF, NDVI, EVI, NIRv, fPAR, MODIS GPP, NDVI*PAR, EVI*PAR,
NIRv*PAR, and fPAR *PAR are reported in Table S3.
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Then, we evaluated the reconstructed diurnal GPP pattern based on the LUE at 9:30 and 13:30 local time, the
overpass times of GOME‐2 and OCO‐2, respectively. The reconstruction was performed by multiplying the
instantaneous LUE by an average diurnal PAR pattern in the summer period including both sunny and
cloudy observations. The reconstructed GPP and flux tower GPP measurements in summer using different
instantaneous LUE are shown in Figures 6b and 6c. There was no significant bias in upscaling GPP based
on LUE at 9:30 because the instantaneous value was a good estimator of the daily average. However, daily
GPP was largely underestimated when using LUE at 13:30, since the instantaneous value was almost at
the minimum daily value. Therefore, based on the seasonal averaged diurnal shape of GPP at this site, we
expect less bias in the GOME‐2 daily normalized SIF compared to OCO‐2 under the assumption that (i)
the SIFyield is correlated with LUE and (ii) instantaneous SIF is scaled to daily SIF using the Earth‐Sun geo-
metry. However, we have to consider that the variability of SIFyield is dampened compared to LUE, which
might reduce this bias at midday.
3.2. Impact of Spring Temperature on Annual GPP
Here, we investigated the control of late growing‐season GPP at the US‐MOz site. Specifically, we aim to iso-
late specific variations of GPP seasonality that might be related to the interannual variability of GPP. The
SVD analysis of eddy covariance GPP provides us with a pattern of three leading PCs scaled by correspond-
ing singular values, that is, computed as s1 × vT1 , s2 × v
T
2 , and s3 × v
T
3 in Figures 7a–7c. The first three PCs
explain 90% of the seasonal variability across 10 years. As expected, the shape of s1 × vT1 reflects the mean
seasonal GPP cycle, while the following PCs reflect deviations from the mean. s2 × vT2 increases rapidly in
early spring and remains positive until summer, representing a “trade‐off” between spring gain and summer
loss. s3 × vT3 follows a “W” pattern (see Figure 7c) and can be interpreted as a widening or narrowing of the
overall growth period. Total GPP (the integration of GPP over 12 months) of the three PCs is 124.0, 4.0, and
−3.2, respectively, and denoted as r1, r2, r3. Total annual GPP can thus be approximated by the sum of u1r1,-
u2r2, and u3r3. Since r1 is significantly larger than r2 and r3, annual total GPP is mainly controlled by u1.
A strong negative correlation is observed for u1 and u2 (Figure 7d). Meanwhile, u2 is strongly correlated with
annual spring temperature (Figure 7e), even if the more extreme drought years of 2007 and 2012 are
excluded. This indicates that in years with higher spring temperature, s2 × vT2 captures the seasonal change
with an increase in spring GPP but a decrease in the summer. As this feature correlates negatively with u1,
there is an overall decrease in annual GPP during all years with an early spring.
We found that spring GPP, SIF, and NEE are strongly driven by spring temperature (Figures 8a and 8b).
Larger spring GPP, SIF, andmore net ecosystem CO2 uptake (i.e., more negative NEE) are observed for years
with warmer spring (Figures 8c and 8d). However, warmer springs do not guarantee an increase in annual
GPP and net ecosystemCO2 uptake (e.g., in 2007 and 2012), which is due to higher ET during the onset of the
growing season or low precipitation throughout the growing season. In addition, higher spring temperature
Figure 6. (a) Average diurnal GPP/PAR pattern during JJA including both sunny and cloudy observations from 2007 to
2016. The red dashed lines represent different GOME‐2 and OCO‐2 overpasses, ~ 9:30 and 13:30 at local time,
respectively. In (b) and (c), the diurnal patterns of GPP from measurements and the LUE upscaling approach are
represented by the red and blues lines, respectively. Blue and red shaded regions represent overestimation by upscaled
and measured GPP, respectively.
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is consistently associated with lower net ecosystem CO2 uptake and GPP in the summer (Figures 8e and 8f),
which might attributed to less photosynthetic efficiency due to water limitation as well as more active
respiratory processes at higher temperature and will be discussed in section 4.1.
To investigate whether the other parameters follow similar PCs in the SVD decomposition, we performed
the same SVD analysis for flux tower ET measurements, satellite VIs, and SIF (Figure 9). The analysis
including tower measurements and satellite observations consistently shows that the second PC is similar
to the one for GPP, especially for SIF and ET. Since ET is linked with stomatal conductance and water
use efficiency, it is expected to covary with GPP, explaining strong correlations among all the three PCs of
ET and GPP. For remote sensing data, SIF performs most similar to the tower GPP in higher orders, with
three leading PCs explaining 78%, 8%, and 5% of variability, and all shapes having high similarity to the
PCs for GPP. In contrast, NDVI is largely dominated by the first PC, which explains 92% variability, and only
4% and 2% variability can be explained by the second and third PC. This implies that SIF is more sensitive in
capturing the signal of stress‐induced GPP “seasonal‐shifted” dynamics than VIs and thereby helps better
estimate the interannual GPP change patterns.
3.3. SCOPE Modeled GPP and SIF Track Flux Tower GPP
To better understand the underlying mechanisms, we simulate the IAV of GPP and SIF using the SCOPE
model and evaluate how well SCOPE captures flux tower GPP variations with proper parameterization.
During drought, plants may experience a combination of both canopy structural changes and physiological
stress, imposed by atmospheric conditions such as elevated temperature and VPD but also through soil
moisture deficits. Usually, the structural change is reflected in VIs; however, capturing physiological
changes is challenging. Disentangling these two effects is important to determine the information SIF can
provide for quantifying physiological stress beyond canopy structural changes. In this section, we show
the effects of incorporating physiological stress on both primary production and fluorescence with SCOPE
simulations. In SCOPE, environmental stress affects photosynthesis and fluorescence purely through
changes in humidity and temperature, as a soil moisture model is missing. As in many models, the drought
stress through soil moisture variations is incorporated through a SF [0, 1] to scale the maximum carboxyla-
tion rate (Vcmax at 25°C) effectively reducing photosynthesis and thus also stomatal conductance, which is
equivalent to the soil water stress parameter (BTRAN) in the Community Land Model (Oleson et al., 2013).
Figure 7. Three leading PCs scaled by corresponding singular value s1 × vT1 , s2 × v
T
2 , and s3 × v
T
3 are shown in (a)–(c),
explaining 72%, 12%, and 6% of variability in monthly GPP. Negative correlation between temporal loading u1 and
u2 is shown in (d), and positive correlation between average spring temperature and temporal loading u2 is shown
in (e), with different color representing different years.
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We performed two simulations: (1) without any soil moisture stress (SF = 1) and (2) with variable SF as a
time series computed as a function of predawn leaf water potential ψpd (Figure 10a). We found that the




correlated with ψpd (Figure 10a), and proportional to the stress experienced by the plant. The SF is




ψpd, which is used for the simulations of Case 2. In both cases, we used LAI and meteorological data
(including air temperature, VPD, radiation, and wind speed) collected at the flux tower to drive the
model. Thus, a basic interannual variation of stress due to changing atmospheric conditions is already
included in Simulation 1.
Figure 8. The relationship between spring temperature with spring mean NEE, GPP, and SIF (a and b); annual mean
NEE, GPP, and SIF (c and d); and summer NEE, GPP, and SIF (e and f). Different colors represent different years.
Spring months are defined as March, April, and May.
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The first case (green line in Figure 10b), with no soil moisture‐driven physiological stress, can be interpreted
as the GPP of plants around Ozark, only considering atmospheric variations across different years. The sec-
ond case (red line in Figure 10b), with SF, indicates the effect of soil moisture availability on GPP. In the 2012
drought, higher air temperature and larger VPD only account for a 20% reduction in GPP. However, we
found an additional 35% reduction in GPP upon introduction of SF in the model, leading to a 55% total
reduction in GPP, close to the 65% reduction in GPP observations, underlining that our ad hoc SF parame-
terization worked well. Overall, comparing the two cases (with and without the SF) using the SCOPEmodel
Figure 9. Three leading PCs of SIF, EVI, NDVI, NIRv, and ET (top to bottom rows, respectively) scaled by corresponding
singular value s1 × vT1 , s2 × v
T
2 , and s3 × v
T
3 , with the fraction of explained variance shown for each.
Figure 10. (a) The ratio of flux tower GPP (biweekly average) to GPP modeled by SCOPE (biweekly average) with no
scaling factor (SF) introduced as the function of ψpd (MPa). (b) Average of flux tower GPP, GPP modeled by SCOPE
with/without SF during JJA from 2007 to 2016. All variables are scaled by the corresponding maximum value.
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provides a good way to decouple canopy structural changes and physiological stress on GPP. The latter was
found to contribute more in the 2012 drought, which underscores the importance of a physiology related sig-
nal to monitor terrestrial GPP changes using remote sensing.
To evaluate how SIFmight change within amodeling framework, we look into the IAV ofmodeled SIF (with
andwithout SF introduced) at three different timescales (daily average, 9:30 and 13:30) and compare its mag-
nitude against the corresponding IAV of GPP. In the SCOPE framework, GPP and ΦP are first simulated by
the FvCBmodel (Farquhar et al., 1980), and thenΦF is derived based on the leaf‐level empiricalΦF‐ΦP rela-
tionship (Lee et al., 2015; van der Tol et al., 2014). Finally, SIF is computed based on the ΦF and APAR esti-
mated from the multilayer canopy radiative transfer model within SCOPE. The goal of this section is to (1)
evaluate the IAV of SIF using different ΦF‐ΦP and SF parameterizations; (2) examine the IAV magnitude of
modeled SIF andmodeled GPP; and (3) compare the IAV of modeled instantaneous SIF at different overpass
times with the daily average. The analysis including the daily average, as well as sampling at other times of
day, is necessary, because it helps to evaluate theoretically how well the IAV of daily‐averaged GPP and SIF
can be captured from instantaneous satellite observations at different overpass times.
Figure 11. Average of GPP, SIF modeled by SCOPE with/without SF using two different parameterizations of ΦF versus
ΦP during JJA from 2007 to 2016. All variables are scaled by the corresponding maximum value. Note that SCOPE 1
refers to empirical leaf‐level ΦF‐ΦP relationship based on various leaf samples experienced progressive drought
(Flexas et al., 2002) and SCOPE 2 refers to ΦF‐ΦP relationship experimented on healthy cotton leaves
(van der Tol et al., 2014).
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Figure 11a shows the IAV of modeled daily average GPP and SIF with/without SF using the two different
SCOPE versions. When SF is introduced as a ψpd, SIF modeled by SCOPE 1 can capture the 2012 drought
to some extent, with a 17% decrease in SIF, whereas no reduction is observed for SIF modeled by SCOPE
2. This underscores the significance of choosing between two ΦF‐ΦP options, which may lead to very differ-
ent IAV patterns of SIF. When SF is fixed to 1, the IAV of SIF with both parameterizations hardly reflect the
2012 drought.
Figures 11b and 11c show the IAV of modeled GPP and SIF with different parameterizations of ΦF‐ΦP and
SF sampled at 9:30 and 13:30, respectively. During both times, SIF modeled by SCOPE 1 with SF introduced
captures the 2012 drought best. A reduction of around 18% was observed at 9:30 in 2012, the magnitude of
which is similar to the reduction observed for daily averages in Figure 11a, while a reduction over 25%
was simulated at 13:30 since plants are usually more stressed in the afternoon due to higher VPD.
Themagnitude of modeled SIF reductions (18%) in 2012 gives a theoretical reference, which we can compare
against the observed SIF reductions of around 33%. We thus conclude that the large footprint of GOME‐2
caused an overestimation for the forest SIF reductions because of the presence of nonforest cover within
the footprints. However, the SCOPE simulations underline that we expect reductions in SIF owing to
dynamic variations in plant stress, which are also comparable with the observed changes in GOME‐2 SIF
(about half of the reduction). It should be noted that the modeled SIF variations are always smaller than
the modeled GPP variations during the 2012 drought, which is in line with our observations. A linear scaling
approach for SIF‐GPP would thus largely underestimate IAV in GPP, which is an important caveat for using
SIF to study stress‐driven IAV in GPP. In addition, our findings underline the need to better represent the
stress impact on the ΦF, as we find that the SCOPE 2 parameterization can lead to increases in ΦF at low
photosynthetic yields, which is unlikely to happen for plants adapted to their environment, which we will
outline in the following LUE‐SIFyield section.
3.4. Smaller Variations in SIFyield than LUE
Both satellite‐ and SCOPE‐modeled SIF showed a significant decrease in the 2012 drought, but with a smal-
ler fractional change in SIF compared to GPP. This addresses the question of the covariation between LUE
and SIFyield across different stress levels. As we observed low interannual variability in VIs during JJA, we
can use this time period to better understand the connection between LUE and SIFyield because these two
terms should have a larger impact on overall GPP and SIF than changes in APAR. fPAR aggregated at
0.02° shows little variation across JJA from 2007 to 2016 (Figure 2a), indicating that the interannual
GPP‐SIF relationship in JJA is indeed mainly driven by SIFyield changes, not APAR. Consequently, we
approximated LUE and SIFyield as GPP/PAR and SIF/PAR. In Figure 12a, we found that there is a positive
correlation between LUE and SIFyield (R
2 = 0.66; Figure 12a), whereas fPAR shows little variations across
Figure 12. (a) Relative changes in LUE (or GPP/PAR) and SIFyield (or SIF/PAR) in JJA from 2007 to 2016 overlain with
modeling results of ΦF‐ΦP relationship from the SCOPE 1 and SCOPE 2. To better compare the canopy scale
observations with the modeled leaf scale, we normalize SIFyield by its maximum and normalize LUE with the maximum
at 0.6, which is the largest photochemical yield for plants exposed at normal light range. The color of the circular
symbols represents ψpd (MPa), with red indicating more water stressed conditions. MODIS fPAR aggregated at 0.02°
is shown and also normalized by its maximum. (b) GPP/PAR or SIF/PAR as a function of ψpd. Black and red dashed
lines represent least squares linear fits to the observations.
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different LUE levels. Color coded by ψpd, both LUE and SIFyield
decrease in water‐stressed period when ψpd is low. We also evaluated
whether the SIFyield‐LUE changes observed at the canopy are consis-
tent with leaf‐level ΦF‐ΦP employed in the SCOPE model. We found
that the SCOPE 1 agrees well with our canopy measurements, with
positive SIFyield‐LUE pattern and very similar changes in terms of
magnitude. However, the negative SIFyield‐LUE relationship at high
stress levels shown by SCOPE 2 is not observed with GOME‐2. This
suggests that the extreme behavior at low ΦP modeled in SCOPE 2
might be rarely observed in nature, as it would require stress levels
that greatly exceed the capacity of NPQ for plants. Under this condi-
tion, SIFyield would have to increase at higher stress levels when NPQ
is saturated. This might have to do with the experimental setup,
where leaf data have been used under stress conditions that go
beyond what they typically experience in nature. Under these condi-
tions, plants might lack the dissipative pathways for enhanced NPQ,
which results in longer excited state lifetimes and thus higher
SIFyields at lower photosynthetic yields. For global modeling, the
use of SCOPE 2 parametrization might thus lead to erroneous results.
In the future, more studies on ΦF‐ΦP relationships under different
environmental stresses across a variety of plant species will be impor-
tant to achieve more accurate estimate of SIF.
In Figure 12b, we found both LUE and SIFyield are positively correlated with ψpd (R
2 = 0.83 and R2 = 0.60,
respectively). However, the relative change is not the same for LUE and SIFyield. For example, when ψpd
dropped from −0.5 MPa (unstressed periods) to nearly −3.5 MPa (severe drought in 2012), LUE dropped
from 0.0175 to 0.0025—an 85% decrease—while we only see a 42% decrease from 0.00225 to 0.0013 for
SIFyield. This indicates that the SIFyield is not as sensitive as LUE to water stress and, consequently, an
~40% fractional difference is missing with the assumption of linear SIFyield‐LUE relationship. One potential
reason might be that GOME‐2 SIF is measured at 9:30 a.m. when plants tend to be subjected to compara-
tively less stress versus the afternoon. The other reason is attributed to the systematic lower fractional reduc-
tion in SIF than GPP under the stress, which is confirmed by the SCOPE in section 3.3. Therefore, the latter
one should be considered as the dominant factor explaining the smaller relative changes in the observed SIF
compared to GPP. Additionally, as was previously noted, we have to bear in mind that the SIF yield changes
are likely overestimated due to the large GOME‐2 footprints.
4. Discussion
4.1. Seasonal Compensation of Warm Spring
A warmer spring would lengthen the photosynthetically active period and thus increase annual GPP
(Buermann et al., 2013; Grippa et al., 2005; Keenan et al., 2014; Richardson et al., 2013; Sippel et al., 2017).
However, we observed the opposite at the Ozarks: An early spring tends to enhance productivity and thus
depletion of the soil water storage that available for the later growing season, leading to increased reliance
on precipitation and higher probability of water stress and vulnerability of GPP in summer (Ummenhofer
& Meehl, 2017; Wolf et al., 2016). Here we compared the water budget in 2008 (the most productive year)
and 2012 (the most water stressed year) by accumulated precipitation, accumulated ET, accumulated
precipitation‐accumulated ET, and soil moisture in Figure 13. Compared to 2008, the ET increases much
more rapidly in 2012 due to the warmer spring, leading to a significant decrease of precipitation‐ET as well
as soil moisture in the beginning of summer (~DOY 150), indicating that there is less water available for
plants in the late growing season.
The 2008 and 2012 cases help to explain the “spring GPP gain” and “summer GPP loss” pattern shown in
Figure 7, and both compensate each other in terms of annual total GPP (Figure 8d). This points to a strong
coupling of the carbon and water cycles, as well as a climate‐carbon feedback. Higher spring temperature
with moderate VPD is accompanied with an increase in GPP and ET, which can rapidly deplete soil water
Figure 13. The water budget in (a) 2008 and (b) 2012. The black dotted line,
dashed line, and solid line represent accumulated precipitation, accumulated
evapotranspiration, and accumulated precipitation‐accumulated
evapotranspiration in the unit of millimeter (left axis). The red line represents
soil moisture in the unit of percentage (right axis).
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available for the summer (Buermann et al., 2018; Grippa et al., 2005; Sippel et al., 2017). Therefore, during
the subsequent summer, GPP is significantly reduced due to less water availability and is accompanied with
a decrease in latent heat and increase in sensible heat fluxes, which ultimately leads to larger VPD and
higher air temperature. This can act as a positive feedback loop, exacerbating the water and heat stress in
summer. There is also a possibility that land‐atmosphere coupling (Koster et al., 2006) could cause the
correlation of spring‐time temperature (and associated ET increases) and water deficits in summer.
Although answering the question of causality of this intriguing correlation is beyond the scope of the
current study, at least we found a strong correlation between spring temperature and ψpd (R
2 = 0.52).
With regard to changes in the seasonal cycle driven by spring‐time temperature, it should be noted that the
sensitivity of assimilatory and respiratory processes to spring temperature change differs by ecosystem type
(Caignard et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2011; Welp et al., 2017). For example, deciduous forests are found to be
more sensitive to increased spring temperature and summer drought than evergreen forests (Welp
et al., 2017). More flux tower‐based analyses are needed to fully understand the response of different kinds
of vegetation to temperature changes. In a warming climate, there are two competing effects: increasing tem-
perature and VPD, as well as increased water use efficiency of photosynthesis due to CO2 fertilization
(Keenan et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2019). On the other hand, reduced transpiration due to CO2 fertilization
can also result in a positive feedback, further amplifying surface temperature increases and heat stress
(Swann et al., 2016). For future projections, it will be important to understand the site‐specific response
and how it scales spatially. Also, process‐based carbon cycle models need to better estimate the response
of the ecosystem to changes in spring temperature, and the consequent energy partitioning later in the
summer.
4.2. Less Reduction in SIF Than GPP in Drought Events
Both observations and SCOPE simulations show less variations in the SIFyield than in LUE across different
water stress levels (Figure 12), which explains the reduced IAV observed in SIF compared to GPP (Figures 2
Figure 14. (a) Forest and (b) crop fraction based on the USDA CDL data set. (c) Interannual flux tower GPP, and GOSIF
during JJA scaled by the corresponding maximum value from 2007 to 2016. The red boxes in (a) and (b) represent
the domain for GOSIF results in (c).
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and 11). Some recent studies suggest that SIF is more linked with
chlorophyll APAR than GPP since SIF directly emanates from the
light reactions of photosynthesis (Gu et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020;
Porcar‐Castell et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2018). In a drought period, it
is expected that plants will absorb more light due to increased down-
welling radiation. Meanwhile, plants are more likely to experience
stomatal closure due to higher VPD and less soil water, which
strongly depresses the photosynthetic efficiency. This would lead to
a strong reduction in LUE while reductions in the SIFyield are muted.
4.3. Promises of High‐Resolution SIF Products
Current long‐term SIF studies are challenged by relatively large foot-
prints of GOME‐2, especially in heterogeneous landscapes. Recently,
some machine learning‐based SIF products of high spatiotemporal
resolution have been generated (e.g., CSIF, GOSIF, RSIF, and
SIFoco2) based on satellite SIF, high‐resolution spectral information, and meteorology data (Gentine &
Alemohammad, 2018; Li &Xiao, 2019; Turner et al., 2020;Wen et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2018).
In addition, TROPOMI SIF, with both high spatial and temporal resolution, has been available since early
2018 (Köhler et al., 2018). All of these data sets show promise to better understand long‐term GPP:SIF rela-
tionships in different ecosystems.
We used 0.05°‐monthly aggregated GOSIF and extract 2 × 2 pixels (as shown by the red boundary in
Figures 14a and 14b) around the US‐MOz, which cover 70% forests and 5% croplands and other landcovers
(mainly grass/savannas). The choice of using 4 nearby pixels rather than the single pixel where the flux
Figure 15. Monthly averaged flux tower GPP, TROPOMI SIF, GOSIF and
MODIS NDVI, EVI, and NIRv in 2018. All variables are linearly normalized
based on min‐max scaling to fall in [0, 1].
Figure 16. The spatial distributions of TROPOMI SIF, NDVI, EVI, and NIRv fractional differences in July 2018 and 2019
at 0.05° are shown in (b), (d), and (f). The full seasonal cycle for all remote sensing variables averaged over the red
boundary in 2018 and 2019 is reported in Figure S4.
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tower lies is that (i) uncertainties will be reduced and (ii), more importantly, the US‐MOz site is dominated
by southeast wind in the summer period (see https://ameriflux.lbl.gov/sites/siteinfo/US-MOz#windroses).
Figure 14c shows the IAV of GOSIF versus flux tower GPP from 2007 to 2016. We observe a 30% reduction
in GOSIF during the 2012 drought, which is similar to the 33% decrease in GOME‐2 SIF.
We also leveraged 0.05°‐monthly aggregated TROPOMI SIF in 2018 and 2019 over the same region to
explore its seasonal and IAV. The Ozarks experience strong water stress in 2018 as the ψpd dropped
to approximately −3.5 MPa in mid‐August (Figure S3), as compared to a more normal year, 2019.
Figure 15 shows the seasonality of TROPOMI SIF, GOSIF, MODIS NDVI, EVI, NIRv, and flux tower
GPP in 2018. TROPOMI SIF tracks the seasonality of flux tower GPP much better than GOSIF and
all MODIS VIs, with a significant decrease in July and August. As for the interannual comparison,
we visualized the fractional difference of TROPOMI SIF and MODIS NDVI, EVI, and NIRv in July
2018 and 2019 (Figure 16). It shows that TROPOMI SIF over forest regions is more sensitive to water
stress than all VIs, while nearby crops actually increased, either due to the proximity to rivers or
watering.
5. Conclusions
At the US‐MOz site, the early onset of the growing season due to a warm spring usually depletes the
water storage and enhances the risk of water stress in the late growing season. As a result, spring
GPP gain and summer GPP reduction compensate each other in the total annual GPP while annual
net ecosystem carbon exchange is significantly reduced during warm spring years with late summer
drought.
We evaluated both biophysical‐based model and satellite remote sensing data to track summer GPP in
the Ozarks, which usually experiences late season photosynthetic downregulation induced by water lim-
itation. In the detailed photosynthesis modeling study using SCOPE, we found that the SF can be para-
meterized as a linear function of ψpd. SCOPE simulations of SIF and GPP show the ability to track
interannual variations of flux tower GPP. Using remote sensing data sets, we observed that, at the sea-
sonal timescale, GPP is largely driven by variations in absorbed radiation, which is reflected in both
MODIS VIs and GOME‐2 SIF. At the interannual time scale, MODIS VIs capture variations of GPP
to some degree, but not as well as GOME‐2 SIF. It should be noted that both the SCOPE modeling
and measurements support the finding that (i) SIF contains information of both APAR and LUE and
therefore has the potential to track water stress reductions in GPP and (ii) smaller variations in the
SIFyield (and SIF) compared to LUE (and GPP) are observed, with SIF anomalies muted by about a fac-
tor 3 compared to GPP if changes are purely stress driven.
However, a direct comparison between SIF and flux tower GPP is challenged by the large footprint of
GOME‐2 that might cover heterogeneous landscapes. Since the US‐MOz site is surrounded by heteroge-
neous landcovers, it is challenging to attribute changes in observed SIF unequivocally to changes in
absorbed light due to canopy structural changes or LUE due to physiological change. In fact, agricultural
areas around the Ozark site reacted more strongly to the drought in 2012, with significant canopy structural
changes, which is well captured by VIs and also affects all GOME‐2 pixels. To deal with spatial heterogene-
ity, some recently developed machine learning‐based downscaled SIF and TROPOMI SIF data sets with
improved spatial and temporal resolution already show the potential to improve the monitoring of
growing‐season photosynthesis.
Data Availability Statement
The GOME‐2 SIF product is publicly available (on ftp://fluo.gps.caltech.edu/data/Philipp/GOME-2/). The
predawn leaf water potential data at the MOFLUX site are obtained online (from https://tes-sfa.ornl.gov/
node/80). Flux data used in the paper are available in the AmeriFlux database (https://ameriflux.lbl.gov)
before 2016, and flux data in 2016 are provided by Dr. Jeffrey D. Wood in University of Missouri, which will
eventually be available through the AmeriFlux portal. All the MODIS products are obtained from Google
Earth Engine (https://developers.google.com/earth-engine/datasets/catalog/modis). GOSIF data are avail-
able online (at http://globalecology.unh.edu/data/GOSIF.html). TROPOMI SIF can be downloaded online
(from ftp://fluo.gps.caltech.edu/data/tropomi).
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